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【Outline of survey】

We will design global network security systems based on wisdom software. Our systems

will incorporate monitoring tools that monitor each computer and device chip and that

cooperate with each other for detecting intrusions. We will also automatically generate

intrusion rules by designing a data-mining tool of the monitoring log. In addition, we

will realize human security using many sensor chips, so we will create new network

services in the background of the secure communication.

In our project, we will achieve the following developments.

- Cooperative and super-distributed network security software for monitoring devices

and detecting intrusion.

- Data-mining software for large-scale monitoring logs.

- Human-security software using sensor chips based on the above environment.

【Expected results】

In this project, we will integrate some research results, including distributed

processing that applies multi-agent technology, detecting intrusion in the network

security, and the data-mining technology that can discover useful rules from among a

large amount of data. We will thus be able to establish a new security mechanism that can

secure WAN-level systems; we can then use the network without considering safety or

limiting its use by a fire wall. In addition, by establishing these security mechanisms,

we will be able to provide an environment that leads to new network services.
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